Abstract

This work develops a real-time 2D-to-3D converter that exploits motion parallax naturally available in a normal 2D moving image sequence to produce a 3D side-by-side motion picture suitable for viewing on low-cost 3D Television displays at conversion processing rates that can reach high speeds of up to 100 frames per second. The novel paradigm presented in this paper enhances 3D perceptibility by ensuring continuous synchronization between the left and the right image views even if motion in the 2D video abruptly freezes or transitions rapidly, with a minor single frame initial 2D broadcast, equivalent to an initial 2D delay of 1/30 of a second for a 30 frames per second video stream, before full 3D takes effect, and neither depends on computationally expensive depth map extraction nor does it require any special hardware setup such as multicore processors or special purpose graphics processing units.
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